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Abstract

We present LegoDB, a cost-based XML storage map-
ping engine that automatically explores a space of possible
XML-to-relational mappings and selects an efficient map-
ping for a given application.

1. Introduction

XML is becoming the predominant data exchange for-
mat in a variety of application domains (supply-chain, sci-
entific data processing, telecommunication infrastructure,
etc.). By relying on relational engines for storage purposes,
XML developers can benefit from a complete set of data
management services (including concurrency control, crash
recovery, and scalability) and from the highly optimized re-
lational query processors. However, due to the mismatch
between the XML and the relational models and the many
different ways to map an XML document into relations, it is
very hard to tune a relational engine and ensure that XML
queries will be evaluated efficiently. In fact, many current
products (e.g., [5]) require developers to go through an often
lengthy and complex process of manually defining a map-
ping from XML into relations. In this demonstration, we
present our LegoDB system, which is aimed at automati-
cally providing XML developers with an efficient storage
solution that is tuned for the given application.

We motivate the need for finding appropriate storage
mappings with an XML application scenario inspired from
the Internet Movie Database (IMDB) [4]. This database,
whose XML Schema is shown in Figure 1, contains a col-
lection of shows, movie directors and actors. Each show
can be either a movie or a TV show. Movies and TV shows
share some elements (e.g., title and year of produc-
tion), but there are also elements that are specific to each
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type IMDB =
imdb [ Show*, Director*, Actor* ]

type Show =
show [ @type[ String ], title[ String ],
Year, Aka 
 1,10 � , Review*,
(Movie | TV) ]

type Year = year[ Integer ]
type Aka = aka[ String ]
type Review = review[ ˜ [ String ] ]
type Movie =

box_office[ Integer ], video_sales[ Integer ]
type TV =

seasons[ Integer ], description[ String ],
Episode*

type Episode =
episode[ name[ String ],
guest_director[ String ]

...

Figure 1. XML Schema for IMDB documents

show type (e.g., only movies have a box office, and
only TV shows have seasons).

Three possible relational storage mappings for the IMDB
schema are shown in Figure 2. Configuration (a) results
from inlining as many elements as possible in a given ta-
ble, roughly corresponding to the strategies presented in [6].
Configuration (b) is obtained from configuration (a) by par-
titioning the Reviews table into two tables: one that con-
tains New York Times reviews, and another for reviews
from other sources. Finally, configuration (c) is obtained
from configuration (a) by splitting the Show table into
Movie shows (Show1) and TV shows (Show2). Even
though each of these configurations can be the best for
a given application, there are cases where they perform
poorly. One cannot decide which of these configurations
will perform well without taking the application (i.e., a
query workload and data statistics) into account.

For example, the first storage mapping shown in Fig-
ure 2 inlines several fields that are not present in all the
data, making the Show relation wider than necessary. Sim-
ilarly, when the entire Show relation is exported as a single
document, the records corresponding to movies need not be
joined with the Episode table, but this join is required by
mappings 2(a) and (b). Finally, the (potentially large) de-
scription element need not be inlined unless it is fre-
quently queried.
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TABLE Show
( Show_id INT,

type STRING,
title STRING,
year INT,
box_office INT,
video_sales INT,
seasons INT,
description STRING )

TABLE Review
( Reviews_id INT,

tilde STRING,
review STRING,
parent_Show INT )

TABLE Episode
( Episode_id INT,

episode STRING,
guest_director STRING
parent_Show INT )

....

TABLE Show
( Show_id INT,
type STRING,
title STRING,
year INT,
box_office INT,
video_sales INT,
seasons INT,
description STRING )

TABLE NYT_Reviews
( Reviews_id INT,
review STRING,
parent_Show INT )

TABLE Reviews
( Reviews_id INT,
tilde STRING,
review STRING,
parent_Show INT )

TABLE Episode
( Episode_id INT,
name STRING,
guest_director STRING
parent_Show INT )

....

TABLE Show1
( Show1_id INT,

type STRING,
title STRING,
year INT,
box_office INT,
video_sales INT )

TABLE Show2
( Show2_id INT,

type STRING,
title STRING,
year INT,
seasons INT,
description STRING )

TABLE Reviews
( Reviews_id INT,

tilde STRING,
review STRING,
parent_Show1_Show2 INT )

TABLE Episode
( Episode_id INT,

episode STRING,
guest_director STRING
parent_Show2 INT )

....
(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2. Three storage mappings for shows

2. XML Storage with LegoDB

LegoDB is a cost-based XML storage mapping engine
that automatically explores a space of possible XML-to-
relational mappings and selects an efficient mapping for a
given application. It is based on the following principles:

Logical/Physical independence. An XML application de-
veloper should be able to design her application at
a logical level, i.e., using XML-driven design tools,
without requiring expertise in relational technology.

Automatic mapping. The generation of XML-to-
relational mappings must be automatic — developers
should not be required to manually specify mappings.

Application-driven mapping. The storage design should
take into account the requirements of the target appli-
cation. LegoDB takes application characteristics into
account and uses a cost-based approach in order to find
the best storage for a given application.

Leverage existing technologies. LegoDB leverages cur-
rent XML and relational technologies whenever pos-
sible. The target application characteristics are mod-
eled using XML Schema, an XQuery workload, and a
set of sample XML documents. The best among the
derived configurations is selected using cost estimates
obtained by a standard relational optimizer.

Extend existing technologies. LegoDB develops new spe-
cific extensions to existing technologies whenever nec-
essary. Notably, in [1], we propose novel XML

Schema rewriting techniques to generate a space of
possible relational mappings, and in [3], we extend
XML Schema with statistics in order to support accu-
rate cost estimation for XQuery workloads.

3. LegoDB Architecture

The architecture of LegoDB, shown in Figure 3, is com-
posed of two main components: storage design and runtime
support, described below.

3.1. Storage design

LegoDB takes, as inputs, parameters that describe the
target application (an XML Schema, an XQuery workload,
and a set of sample documents) and outputs an efficient re-
lational configuration (a set of relational tables) as well as
a mapping specification. The modules of the storage design
component (see Figure 3) are the following:

StatiX. The first task in the system is to extract statistical
information (about the values and structure) from the
given XML document, and this is done by the StatiX
module. This information is necessary to derive ac-
curate relational statistics that are needed by the rela-
tional optimizer to accurately estimate the cost of the
query workload.

Physical Schema Generation. The statistics together with
the XML Schema are sent to the Physical Schema Gen-
eration module, which outputs a physical schema, or
p-schema. An important feature of p-schemas is that
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there exists a fixed mapping between p-schema types
and relational tables.

Physical Schema Transformation. The system then
searches for efficient relational configurations by re-
peatedly transforming p-schemas, i.e., generating new
p-schemas by adding/removing types and changing
regular expressions into equivalent expressions. But,
each transformed p-schema will validate exactly the
same set of documents as the original schema. Note
that because p-schema types are mapped into rela-
tions, LegoDB generates a series of distinct relational
configurations by performing schema transformations.

Translation Module. For each transformed p-schema, the
Translation Module generates a set of relational tables,
translates the XQuery workload into the SQL equiva-
lent, and derives the appropriate statistics for the gen-
erated tables. This information is then input to the re-
lational optimizer for cost estimation.

The design phase produces an XML-to-relational map-
ping that has the lowest cost among the alternatives ex-
plored by LegoDB. It is important to note that: the rela-
tional optimizer is used by LegoDB as a black box to obtain
cost estimations; and the quality of the selected mapping
depends on the accuracy of the estimates computed by the
optimizer. A more detailed description of the various sys-
tem modules is available in [1, 3].

3.2. Runtime Support

The runtime support component of LegoDB (see Fig-
ure 3) operates as follows: After a configuration is selected,
the corresponding tables are created in the RDBMS. The
DB Loader module shreds the input XML documents and
loads it into these tables. Once the relational database is
created and loaded, the Query Translation module is used
to perform query translation on behalf of the target XML
application. Note that other XQuery to SQL mapping tools
can also be used in LegoDB (for instance, [2]).

4. Demonstration

The proposed demonstration will show the complete pro-
cess – storage design and runtime support – for storing and
querying XML in a relational database. We will show for
different schemas and datasets (IMDB, DBLP, etc.) as well
as different applications, how LegoDB derives efficient con-
figurations and mappings. The steps will include the collec-
tion of statistics from a given set of XML documents and
searching a space of relational configurations. Further, we
will demonstrate (for the first time) the impact of the choice
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Figure 3. LegoDB Architecture

of search algorithm on the resulting relational configura-
tions. We will also show how runtime support components
are used to load the XML data into the selected relational
schema and run XQuery queries on the relational database
by translating the XQuery query to SQL. Finally, we will il-
lustrate the performance improvement obtained by LegoDB
by comparing query evaluation times of configurations se-
lected by LegoDB against configurations derived by map-
ping strategies proposed in the literature.
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